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of amino acid side chains of a protein. Traditional HRF data analyses focus on comparing the difference in the modification/
footprinting rate of a specific site to infer structural changes across two protein states, e.g., between a free and ligand-bound
state. However, the rate information itself is not fully used for the purpose of comparing different protein sites within a protein
on an absolute scale. To provide such a cross-site comparison, we present a new, to our knowledge, data analysis algorithm
to convert the measured footprinting rate constant to a protection factor (PF) by taking into account the known intrinsic reactivity
of amino acid side chain. To examine the extent to which PFs can be used for structural interpretation, this PF analysis is applied
to three model systems where radiolytic footprinting data are reported in the literature. By visualizing structures colored with
the PF values for individual peptides, a rational view of the structural features of various protein sites regarding their solvent
accessibility is revealed, where high-PF regions are buried and low-PF regions are more exposed to the solvent. Furthermore,
a detailed analysis correlating solvent accessibility and local structural contacts for gelsolin shows a statistically significant
agreement between PF values and various structure measures, demonstrating that the PFs derived from this PF analysis readily
explain fundamental HRF rate measurements. We also tested this PF analysis on alternative, chemical-based HRF data,
showing improved correlations of structural properties of a model protein barstar compared to examining HRF rate data alone.
Together, this PF analysis not only permits a novel, to our knowledge, approach of mapping protein structures by using footprint-
ing data, but also elevates the use of HRF measurements from a qualitative, cross-state comparison to a quantitative, cross-site
assessment of protein structures in the context of individual conformational states of interest.INTRODUCTIONStructure features of a protein can be comprehensively
probed by hydroxyl radical footprinting (HRF) mediated
structural mass spectrometry (MS), also known as protein
footprinting. Information about solvent accessibility of the
side chains of amino acids is encoded in a rate constant of
each site describing the extent to which an amino acid is
oxidatively modified in an HRF experiment (1–6). Previous
use of this rate information has invariably focused on the
comparison of a singular site to infer changes in that specific
site across different conformational states of a protein,
including applications to problems of protein folding (7),
ligand-induced dynamics (8), and biomolecular complex
assembly (9,10). For example, a significant reduction in
the rate constant from a ligand-free to a ligand-bound
conformation indicates that the site probed by HRF is in
close proximity to a ligand-binding interface. Although it
is highly informative for a relative comparison, i.e., between
two different conformational states, this site-specific anal-
ysis does not provide meaningful measures for different
sites that are within each conformational state, as opposedSubmitted May 19, 2014, and accepted for publication November 10, 2014.
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0006-3495/15/01/0107/9 $2.00to that site across conformations. To date, it remains unclear
whether the rate information can be used to allow absolute
comparisons of structural and dynamic features of multiple
sites of a protein.
The rate quantification in an experimental HRF measure-
ment can be briefly described as follows. For a well-folded
protein (schematically shown in Fig. 1 A), formation of
its protein topology and topography is due to packing a
one-dimensional amino acid sequence into a three-dimen-
sional structure. The packing results in the protein fold
where some residues are buried, whereas others are more
exposed and solvent-accessible on the protein surface.
This accessibility information can be monitored by HRF,
where hydroxyl radicals that are produced isotropically in
solution can covalently modify side chains of amino acids
that are solvent exposed (Fig. 1 B). Note that these radicals
can be generated by various means, e.g., from irradiation
of water by x-rays or electron beams (11,12), via chemical
reactions such as the Fenton reaction (13), or by photolysis
of hydrogen peroxide (14). In each case, the reaction
products and fundamental methodological approaches for
assessing structure are very similar. In a next step, the
oxidized protein samples are analyzed via proteolysis using
a specific protease, cleaving a whole protein into a large sethttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.11.013
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FIGURE 1 Schematic of an HRF experiment for
rate determination. (A) Illustration of a protein
fold, where residues on a protein surface (high-
lighted in blue) are exposed to solvent and more
prone to HRF, whereas other residues (e.g., in
red) are buried and less exposed due to tight pack-
ing and contact formation. (B) Covalent-labeling
of protein sites by hydroxyl radicals (each marked
by a green dot) that are generated from radiolysis
of water due to synchrotron irradiation. (C) The
protein is broken into a set of peptide segments,
cleaved by a specific protease. (D and E) Sequence
and site of modified peptides are identified and
the amount of modification is quantified, based
on tandemmass spectroscopy analyses. (F) A char-
acteristic footprinting rate constant kfp is deter-
mined for each peptide/residue segment based on
a dose-response curve as a function of exposure
time. To see this figure in color, go online.
108 Huang et al.of peptide segments (Fig. 1 C). Because these peptides are
covalently and irreversibly labeled by hydroxyl radicals, it
is feasible to identify the labeled sites by MS (Fig. 1 D).
For each site identified, a subsequent MS analysis is used
to quantify the level of modification (or footprinting) by hy-
droxyl radicals (Fig. 1 E). This quantification step can be
conducted at a single point of exposure, or can be repeated
at various time points of x-ray irradiation or hydroxyl
radical dose. As a consequence, a dose-response curve of
footprinting can be determined for each individual peptide
segment (Fig. 1 F). By performing a first-order kinetic anal-
ysis on the dose-response curve, it is established that this
process of hydroxyl radical modification can be well charac-
terized by a rate constant (11), termed here as the footprint-
ing rate kfp. Note that the footprinting itself occurs when the
protein is still intact in a well-folded conformation, thereby
providing structural characterization at the native, physio-
logical condition (15). As a result, one can obtain a set of
footprinting rate constants, effectively describing the kinetic
properties of different sites of a protein probed by HRF.
However, it is still unclear how this footprinting rate kfp
can be used for specific structural interpretation, despite
the presumed notion that information on the solvent acces-
sibility of each site should be encoded in this rate constant
(16). In addition, as previously mentioned, most existing
data analyses rely on a simple comparison of a singular
site crossing different conformational states, as opposed to
an absolute comparison between different sites that are
probed simultaneously within an intact, native protein.
There are two contributing factors to the footprinting rate
constant kfp. One is related to the chemical character of each
amino acid type, which largely depends on its side-chain’s
intrinsic reactivity to hydroxyl radicals (1,17,18). The other
is the solvent accessibility of each site probed by HRF
reflects its local structural environment; this concept for
understanding footprinting experiments of many kinds was
established in a series of landmark works by Galas and
Schmitz (16). However, unlike the similarity of reactivityBiophysical Journal 108(1) 107–115among different modification/cleavage sites characterized
by nucleic acids footprinting chemistry, a dynamic range
of reactivity of the amino acid side chains to hydroxyl
radicals can exceed 1000-fold. Thus, characterization of
solvent accessibility of different sites using kfp needs to
account for the intrinsic reactivity of the sites as an addition
to the Galas and Schmitz concept.
To explore the potential use of footprinting data for
comprehensive structural characterization, here we intro-
duce a new, to our knowledge, metric that converts the
rate constant kfp reflecting a kinetic property to a struc-
ture-orientated protection factor (PF). We demonstrate on
three model proteins that a simple normalization of kfp by
the intrinsic reactivity enables a logical view of protein
structures with regard to solvent accessibility using synchro-
tron-based HRF measurements. Furthermore, in a proof-of-
principle study, we apply this PF analysis to chemical-based
HRF data reported in the literature. Thus, despite its
simplicity, this protection factor analysis is poised as a
promising analytic tool to enable the general application
of HRF for quantitative structural mapping of proteins.MATERIALS AND METHODS
The protection factor analysis (see Eq. 1) provides a corrected measure
of reactivity that is compared to protein crystal structures. Based on these
crystal structures, structure ensembles generated from molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations are examined to reveal dynamic fluctuations around a
native conformation that may more accurately represent the structure
ensemble in solution. Two different types of MD simulations were used:
one with a simplified coarse-grained (CG) representation and the other
with atomistic details. Details of these two MD simulations are described,
respectively, as follows.CG Go-like simulation
Simplified CG simulations via a Go-like model were performed based on
the crystal structure of a model protein gelsolin (Protein Data Bank
(PDB) entry: 3FFN (19)), where each residue is represented as a single
bead at its Ca position with its energy function, as previously explained
Protection Factor Analysis for Footprinting 109in detail (20). Briefly, the bond, angle, and dihedral angle energies are
represented as
Ebond ¼
X
bonds
kbðr  r0Þ2; Eangle ¼
X
angles
kqðq q0Þ2; and
Edih ¼
Xn¼ 1;3
dihedrals
k
ðnÞ
f ½1þ cosðnðf f0ÞÞ;
using the force constants kb ¼ 100 kcal/(mol$A˚2), kq ¼ 20 kcal/(mol$rad2),
k
ð1Þ
f ¼ 1:0 kcal/(mol$rad2), and kð3Þf ¼ 0:5 kcal/(mol$rad2). The symbols r,
q, and f are the instantaneous bond distances, angles, and dihedral angles,
respectively, and r0, q0, and f0 are the corresponding values in the crystal
structure. The contact energy for a pair of contact-forming residues is
given by
Enative ¼
X
i;j
ε0

5

s0ij
.
rij
12
 6

s0ij
.
rij
10
;
where s0ij is the native distance between residue i and j. Based on this CG
energy model, Langevin dynamics simulations were performed at 300 K,
where a friction coefficient of 50 ps1 was used for each residue. The
CG simulations were implemented using a modified version of the package
CHARMM (21).All-atom simulation
Atomistic simulations via an Amber ff99sb force field (22) were performed
using the package NAMD (23). Awater box of 113 A˚  93 A˚  122 A˚was
used so that the boundary of the box is at least 12 A˚ away from the protein.
Naþ and Cl ions were added to achieve a salt concentration of 50 mM as
used in footprinting measurements. Subsequent MD simulations were
performed under the NPT ensemble (24,25), where Langevin dynamics
was used for temperature control with a coupling coefficient of 5 ps at a
target temperature 300 K. The target pressure was set at 1 atm using a piston
period of 100 fs and a decay time of 50 fs. A time step of 2 fs was used
together with the SHAKE algorithm constraining hydrogen atoms (26).
For both all-atom and CG simulations, the total simulation time was
50 ns with coordinates saved every 100 ps. Postcontact analyses were
performed using the CSU software (27).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, we first describe the PF analysis for HRF and demon-
strate its application on three model systems (gelsolin,
a-antitrypsin, and yeast cofilin) whose footprinting data
are reported in the literature. This PF analysis is then further
extended from synchrotron-based to chemical-based HRF
measurements.TABLE 1 Relative intrinsic reactivity (Ri) of 20 amino acids
Cysa Metb Trp Tyr Phe His Leuc Ilec Arg Lys
29.2 20.5 17.4 12.0 11.2 9.3 4.4 4.4 2.9 2.2
Val Thr Ser Pro Glu Gln Asn Asp Ala Gly
1.9 1.6 1.4 1.0 0.69 0.66 0.44 0.42 0.14 0.04
These values are on a relative scale to proline, compiled from the literature
(17).
aDerived from peptide GCG.
bDerived from peptide GMG.
cBased on measurements that use phenylalanine as an external reference
(17), but scaled to the level of proline.Introduction of the PF analysis
A protection factor analysis is directly inspired by the
protection factor introduced in hydrogen-deuterium ex-
change (HDX) experiments (28–30). In HDX, normali-
zation of measured reactivity using intrinsic exchange
rates of unfolded peptides permits a comparison of multiple
peptides within the same protein on an absolute scale. In a
similar spirit, one can define a footprinting-based protection
factor on the basis of the intrinsic reactivity of each amino
acid specifically measured for HRF byPF ¼
P
i Ri
kfp
; (1)
where Ri is the residue-type specific intrinsic reactivity of
residue i to hydroxyl radicals (17), and kfp is the footprinting
rate constant measured for each peptide segment, based on a
first-order estimation from its dose-response measurements.
The values of Ri for 20 amino acids are listed in Table 1,
which are compiled from radiolysis data reported previously
in the literature (17). Although conceptually similar to
HDX, HRF provides a different level of information about
each site under consideration. The main differences between
HDX and HRF are twofold. First, HDX is a reversible
covalent labeling technique, whereas HRF is irreversible.
Second, HDX labels the residue backbones specifically
measuring secondary and tertiary structure stability,
whereas HRF probes specifically at the side-chain level,
providing a pure measure of solvent accessibility of side
chains but relating to tertiary/quaternary structure. In prac-
tice, up to 18 of all 20 amino acids have been effectively em-
ployed as HRF probes. Another important difference is that
HDX can measure a wide range of conformational changes,
ranging from large-scale folding/unfolding to local, small-
scale conformational opening/closing, whereas HRF can
be sensitive to a rather limited degree of conformational
freedom (e.g., translations and rotations of side chains)
occurring in a well-folded, native conformation. In this sce-
nario, it implies substantial differences in both structural
and temporal features probed by these two methods.
To examine the accuracy and potential use of this
approach, we applied the PF analysis to three model systems
whose HRF data (in these cases from synchrotron radiolysis
experiments) and crystallographic data are available in
the literature. These include the calcium-free (apo) form
of human gelsolin (8,19,31,32), a-antitrypsin (33,34),
and yeast cofilin (35,36). Based on these data, we were
able to examine a total of 24 peptide segments with a range
of 5–30 amino acids within each peptide: 13 for gelsolin
(Table 2), 8 for antitrypsin (Table S1 in the Supporting
Material), and 3 for cofilin (Table S2). When two or more
residues are modified within a peptide, only those well
separated, e.g., by two residues apart, were used for the
PF analysis to avoid interresidue interference. We noteBiophysical Journal 108(1) 107–115
TABLE 2 A list of peptides from human gelsolin with kfp, logPF, and S values
Peptides kfp (s.d.) (unit: s
1) logPF (s.d.) SCG (s.d.) Sallatom (s.d.)
1 E38PGLQIWR45 0.44 (0.09) 4.27 (0.20) 9.0 (0.5) 10.1 (0.5)
2 F49DLVPVPTNLYGDFFTGDAYVILK72 1.47 (0.09) 4.12 (0.06) 7.6 (0.2) 8.7 (0.3)
3 Y87WLGNECSQDESGAAAIFTVQLDDYLNGR115 1.86 (0.13) 4.12 (0.07) 6.7 (0.4) 8.3 (0.3)
4 E121VQGFESATFLGYFK135 0.69 (0.05) 4.46 (0.07) 6.6 (0.3) 7.9 (0.2)
5 G143GVASGFK150 0.48 (0.03) 3.57 (0.06) 4.7 (0.7) 6.6 (0.7)
6 H151VVPNEVVVQR161 0.80 (0.06) 3.42 (0.08) 2.7 (0.2) 4.9 (0.6)
7 P251ALPAGTEDTAK262 0.58 (0.05) 3.27 (0.09) 2.8 (0.3) 3.2 (0.3)
8 D371PDQTDGLGLSYLSSH386 0.68 (0.07) 4.16 (0.10) 6.4 (0.2) 7.5 (0.5)
9 R424IEGSNKVPVDPATY438 0.78 (0.09) 3.72 (0.12) 6.7 (0.4) 6.8 (0.4)
10 V431PVDPATYGQFYGGDSYIILYNYR454 1.05 (0.10) 4.54 (0.10) 8.9 (0.2) 9.6 (0.3)
11 T571PSAAYLWVGTGASEAEK588 0.84 (0.09) 4.03 (0.11) 9.4 (0.3) 9.8 (0.4)
12 A600QPVQVAEGSEPDGFWEALGGK621 1.17 (0.04) 3.69 (0.03) 6.8 (0.5) 7.2 (0.3)
13 Q722GFEPPSFVGWFLGWDDDYWSVDPLDR748 1.91 (0.15) 4.16 (0.08) 6.9 (0.3) 8.2 (0.3)
Underlined are those residues that are modified by hydroxyl radicals and further identified from tandem MS analyses.
110 Huang et al.that this restriction is mostly due to the rate quantification,
which is reported at the whole peptide level, although this
restriction could be eliminated if a single-residue MS anal-
ysis was available for rate quantification.
Using Eq. 1, we converted the footprinting rate constants
to PFs (listed in Table 2 as well as Tables S1 and S2).
Following a convention used in HDX, we expressed the
PF values on a logarithmic scale (i.e., logPF) to color the
corresponding crystal structures of these three proteins.
This use of logPF (throughout this work), as opposed to
the PF itself, is because we hypothesize that the footprinting
rate is related to the activation free energy barrier associated
with the accessibility of the protein side chains to hydroxyl
radicals and the initial chemical step of hydrogen abstrac-
tion or ring attack. As such, it is different from that used
in HDX (28–30), which can be associated with the equilib-
rium free energy, e.g., between open and closed states
involved in hydrogen-bond breakage. As shown in Fig. 2,
it is clear that the buried peptide segments have higher
logPF values (in red), whereas those on the surface have
lower logPF values (in blue). In other words, this projection
enables a logical topographical view of structural features of
various protein sites; namely, high-logPF regions are more
buried and low-logPF regions are more exposed and prefer-
entially located on the solvent accessible surface. Thus, the
PF analysis is able to map out local accessibility of different
protein regions using HRF measurements.FIGURE 2 Structure mapping based on logarithmic PF values on three
model proteins. (A) Human gelsolin (PDB entry 3FFN (19)), where a
missing loop was modeled based on its homology (PDB entry 1D0N
(32)) (B) a-antitrypsin (PDB entry 1QLP (33)). (C) Yeast cofilin (PDB entry
1CFY (35)). Bottom is a color bar used in the color mapping where low-
logPF regions are colored in blue and high-logPF regions are in red. To
see this figure in color, go online.Strong correlation between HRF-based PFs
and structural properties
To examine the extent to which experimental rate data can
be used for a quantitative structural understanding via this
PF analysis, we then examined the relation of the PF values
with several widely used structural parameters including
the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and structural
contacts. It has been previously demonstrated that the foot-
printing rate kfp determined from synchrotron radiolysis
experiments has a qualitative correlation with local solventBiophysical Journal 108(1) 107–115accessibility (8,31,37–39). A similar correlation was also
observed in other measurements with hydroxyl radicals
generated from either electrical discharge (40) or lasers
(14,41,42). From a quantitative perspective, however, such
a comparison is still insufficient, given that only identical
segments could be compared across different conforma-
tional states.
Here, we examined the 13 peptides from gelsolin listed in
Table 2 as an example. Fig. 3, A and B, show the comparison
of the total SASA (a surface area of all modified residues
within a peptide) with kfp and logPF, respectively. In each
case, we calculated a Pearson correlation coefficient r
and determined r ¼ 0.42 (with p-value ¼ 0.16) for the
case of kfp and r ¼ 0.33 (with p-value ¼ 0.28) for logPF,
where the p-value was calculated against the null hypothesis
A B
C D
E F
FIGURE 3 The PF analysis on footprinting data improves correlation
with structural properties of solvent accessible surface area and structural
contact of gelsolin. (A and B) Scatter plots of the rate constant kfp and
the logarithmic PF with the total SASA value of modified residue(s) within
each peptide. (C and D) Scatter plots of kfp and logPF with the weighted
SASA, hSASAi. (E and F) Scatter plots of kfp and logPF with respect to
the structural contact Scrystal, which was calculated using the crystal struc-
ture (PDB entry 3FFN) as a reference.
Protection Factor Analysis for Footprinting 111r ¼ 0 for the entire set of 13 peptides. As the correlation is
not statistically significant, this suggests that total SASA
alone is not sufficient to explain the HRF kinetic observable.
Given the distinct character of each amino acid in terms of
its intrinsic reactivity, a weighted solvent accessibility
hSASAi was then used to account for the contribution
from each amino acid by
hSASAi ¼
P
iRi , SASAiP
iRi
; (2)
where SASAi is the solvent accessible surface area of resi-
due i and Ri is the intrinsic chemical reactivity as listed in
Table 1. Although no significant correlation is observed
when kfp is plotted vs. hSASAi (r ¼ 0.23 and p-value ¼
0.46; see Fig. 3 C), the correlation is significant between
hSASAi and logPF with r ¼ 0.69 and p-value ¼ 0.007(Fig. 3 D). These data indicate that a quantitative structural
interpretation of footprinting data is enabled by accounting
for the chemical reactivity differences of the amino acids in
the PF analysis (Eq. 1).
To further explore the extent to which the PFs capture
local structural features, a commonly used structural param-
eter, namely, the number of contacts one residue can make
with its neighboring residues, is examined for its correlation
with footprinting data. Such a contact parameter is previ-
ously known to be correlated with local solvent accessibility
(43). Here, given the differential contribution of each
residue type as just demonstrated in the previous hSASAi
analysis, we used a structural contact parameter S, which
also takes into account the differential contribution of
each amino acid within a peptide such as
S ¼
P
iRi ,QiP
iRi
; (3)
where Qi is the number of contacts that residue i makes
with its neighboring residues, calculated using the package
CSU (27). As for the kfp alone, its correlation with the
structural contact parameter S is not significant (r ¼ 0.12;
see Fig. 3 E), but the correlation is significantly increased
to r ¼ 0.77 and p-value ¼ 0.001 (Fig. 3 F), when logPF
values are used and compared with S values. Thus, protein
topology and topography are seen to be highly significant
determinants of the kinetic observables in HRF
experiments.
To account for the effect of local structural fluctuation
on the structural correlation with PFs, we also performed
Langevin dynamics simulations using both residue-simpli-
fied CG and atomic-level representations to model the
solution structure ensemble. The former was built based
on a Go-type potential defined mostly by attractive native
interactions that stabilize a native conformation (20,44)
(see details in Methods as well). In parallel, the latter all-
atom simulations were performed starting from a crystal
structure (see Methods). For both CG and all-atom simu-
lations, averaged S values were calculated and listed in
Table 2 from a total of 50-ns of simulation data, within
which the simulations have reached equilibrium as assessed
by the commonly used Ca root mean-square deviations
(with reference to the crystal structure) as well as the root
mean-square fluctuation for each residue (Fig. 4 A and
Fig. 4 C). Clearly, these simulation-based S values are high-
ly correlated with Scrystal calculated based on the crystal
structure (Fig. 5), indicating that both simulations closely
sample the local structural fluctuation near the crystal struc-
ture, as opposed to a set of structures having large confor-
mational changes. Nonetheless, Fig. 6 shows that both the
S values are very significantly correlated with logPF with
r ¼ 0.79 and r ¼ 0.85, respectively. However, the results
also indicate that there is only a modest improvement in
the correlation between S and logPF when dynamicBiophysical Journal 108(1) 107–115
A B
DC
FIGURE 4 Local structural fluctuation of gelso-
lin accessed by MD simulations. (A and C) Shown
are trajectories of Ca root mean-square deviations
(with reference to the crystal structure) for CG and
all-atom simulations, respectively. (B and D) The
root mean-squared fluctuation of each residue is
also shown, where positions of the 13 peptides of
gelsolin (reported in Table 2) are marked at the bot-
tom of each panel.
112 Huang et al.fluctuations are included. For example, Scrystal (Fig. 3 F) and
Sall-atom (Fig. 6) are correlated to logPF with very close
r values (r ¼ 0.77 and r ¼ 0.85, respectively), suggesting
that both static and dynamic structures are equivalently
positioned to provide an effective interpretation of HRF
measurements.Accuracy of the PF analysis
The PF analysis was assessed by cross-validation of the
logPF-S correlation calculations. This is performed by a
leave-one-out jackknife approach by using all but one of
the 13 peptides of gelsolin. Based on data from the other
12 peptides, the logPF value of the one that was left out
was predicted via a linear regression. Fig. 7 shows the com-
parison between the predicted and observed logPF values
from this jackknife test, where close agreements and very
statistically significant correlations are observed for both
CG and all-atom simulations. Although an overall agreement
is demonstrated for the observed and jackknife-predicted
logPF values, it should be noted that there are also potential
outliers identified from this test. For example, the peptide 11
(listed in Table 2) is overestimated in terms of its predictedA B
FIGURE 5 Correlation between Scrystal and simulation-based structural
contacts SCG/Sall-atom of gelsolin. Values of SCG and Sall-atom from CG
and all-atom simulations are listed in Table 2, respectively.
Biophysical Journal 108(1) 107–115logPF value compared to a prefect regression line. A detailed
analysis shows that it makes quite a few additional contacts,
presumably due to the formation of a b-strand, despite being
exposed on the protein surface. Another outlier is peptide
4 (see Table 2), where F125 appears to be the only residue
modifiedwithin this peptide (31). It is likely that the observed
footprinting rate merely comes only from F125. Based on
this consideration, we applied the PF analysis to this residue
alone (using Eq. 1 but in the manner of a single-residue
PF analysis), which gives a modestly improved correlation
coefficient r¼ 0.82, where the p-value is improved threefold
(with p-value ¼ 0.0003). This improvement, due to the
better resolution of a single-residue level measurement,
suggests the potential value of single-residue HRF measure-
ments (as opposed to the peptide-level assessments) that
have been recently made possible thanks to technical
advances in chromatographic methods and mass spectrom-
etry using targeted quantification (5,45). Nonetheless, this
cross-validation analysis provides an overall assessment on
the effectiveness of our newly introduced PF analysis and
further identifies potential outliers that would require a
more careful detailed examination on a case-by-case basis.A B
FIGURE 6 (A and B) Strong correlation between protection factors and
structural contacts of gelsolin. Based on the PF and S values listed in
Table 2, a Pearson correlation coefficient of r ¼ 0.79 (with p-value ¼
0.0007) is observed for the CG-based SCG values, and r ¼ 0.85 (with
p-value ¼ 0.00007) for the all-atom based Sall-atom values.
A B
FIGURE 7 A leave-one-out jackknife test on the protection factor anal-
ysis of HRF data of gelsolin. This jackknife analysis shows a correlation
coefficient of r ¼ 0.71 (with p-value ¼ 0.005) and r ¼ 0.80 (with
p-value ¼ 0.0005) for the results of CG and all-atom simulations (shown
in Fig. 6), respectively. To see this figure in color, go online.
A B
DC
FIGURE 8 Extending the protection factor analysis to chemical-based
HRF measurements of barstar. (A and B) Scatter plots of the modification
yield and logPF with the SASA of each modified residue of a barstar model
protein. (C and D) Scatter plots of the modification yield and logPF with
Scrystal, the number of structural contacts for each residue using the crystal
structure of barstar (PDB entry 1A19 (47)) as a reference.
Protection Factor Analysis for Footprinting 113Extending the PF analysis to chemical-based
HRF measurements
To examine whether the PF analysis can be generalized for
analyzing other HRF experimental data, here we applied it
to an alternative HRF approach using a fast photochemical
oxidation (46), where the amount of modification is quanti-
fied at a single dose. Using the modification value (i.e., zero)
at the initial time point and at this single dose point, the
labeling yield becomes equivalent to a footprinting rate
that can be used and compared across different peptides.
Thus, a PF analysis can also be performed in this case by
taking into account the intrinsic chemical reactivity of
each amino acid as used in Eq. 1.
We performed a PF analysis on the labeling data of bar-
star reported in (46). The resulting PFs are further compared
with two structural parameters of SASA and Scrystal that
are calculated for each single residue based on its crystal
structure (PDB entry: 1A19 (47)). When comparing the
modification yield itself with either SASA (Fig. 8 A) or
Scrystal (Fig. 8 C), no correlation is observed between the
yield and the structural parameters. However, when the
logPF values derived from the labeling yields is used,
Fig. 8 shows a notable increase in the correlation coefficient
from r ¼ 0.01 to r ¼ 0.38 for the case of SASA and from
r ¼ 0.07 to r ¼ 0.42 for the case of Scrystal (Fig. 8 B and
Fig. 8 D). Although these correlation coefficients them-
selves are of modest statistical significance, compared to
the synchrotron-based HRF results (Fig. 3 F and Fig. 6), it
is clear that the relative increase in correlation suggests
this PF analysis—based on the consideration of the intrinsic
chemical reactivity of individual amino acid types—can be
applied to using HRF measurements for structural inter-
pretation in general.CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have introduced a PF analysis that enables a
quantitative use of HRF measurements for unbiased struc-tural characterization of proteins. Based on three model pro-
tein systems, solvent accessibility and local structural
contacts exhibit a quantitative agreement with calculated
PFs, thereby permitting a topographical prediction of protein
structures. Retrospectively, structural analyses based on
these derived PFs show that protein topography governs the
kinetic aspects of HRF. As such, this opens up the possibility
of explicit structure modeling by using HRF measurements
either at the peptide level or even at a single-residue level.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Two tables are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/
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